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Tax Section

Report on Notice 2004-3 7l

I. Introduction

This New York State Bar Association Tax Section report responds to the request for

comments in Notice 2004-3 72 with respect to issues concerning the promulgation of regulations

to implement sections 1504(a)(5)(C) and (D).3 Section II of the report briefly discusses the 1984

amendments to section 1504(a) and the implementation of the value exception tests in Notice

2004-37. Section III of this report contains a summary of our recommendations. Section IV of

the report responds to additional questions contained in Notice 2004-37 and discusses several

related issues.

II. Background

The Tax Reform Act of 1984 (the "TRA of 1984") significantly amended the definition

of an affiliated group under section 1504(a) by introducing a value requirement to the definition

of affiliation; that is, to be affiliated with a subsidiary, a parent must own stock in the subsidiary

possessing at least 80 percent of the total voting power of the subsidiary's stock, and the parent

must own stock (excluding certain preferred stock) in the subsidiary representing at least 80

percent of the total value of the subsidiary stock (the "value requirement").4 This value

requirement ensures that a parent corporation is only affiliated with a subsidiary and allocated

1 This report was prepared by members of the Committee on Consolidated Returns. The principal
drafters of the report are Jonathan M. Kushner and Linda Z. Swartz. Significant contributions were
received from Stuart Goldring, Kimberly Blanchard, Michael Schler, Karen Gilbreath, Lewis
Steinberg, Patrick Gallagher, Larry Garrett, and Gordon Warnke.

2 Notice 2004-37, 2004-21 I.R.B. 947.
3 Except as otherwise indicated, all section references herein are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986,

as amended (the "Code") and all references to "Treas. Reg. §" are to the Treasury Regulations
promulgated thereunder.

4 I.R.C. § 1504(a)(2).



the subsidiary's gain or losses where the parent has made a substantial investment in that

subsidiary.5

The TRA of 1984 granted Treasury the authority to issue regulations necessary or

appropriate to carry out the purpose of section 1504(a).6 Section 1504(a)(5)(C) contains a "good

faith" exception, directing the Treasury to prescribe regulations treating the value requirement as

satisfied if the affiliated group, in reliance on a good faith determination of value, treated the

requirement as satisfied. Section 1504(a)(5)(D) contains an "inadvertence" exception, directing

the Treasury to prescribe regulations that disregard an inadvertent failure to satisfy the value

requirement by reason of changes in the relative values of different classes of subsidiary stock.

The legislative history to the TRA of 1984 provides very little insight into Congress's

intended scope for the good faith and inadvertence exceptions (the "value exceptions"). More

specifically, the legislative history does not discuss the parameters of the good faith exception,

and indicates only that the inadvertence exception should be available only if the changes in

relative value are not large and are not intentionally generated.7

Notice 2004-37 describes circumstances under which the value exceptions may apply to

prevent disaffiliation, notwithstanding failure to satisfy the value requirement. Notably, Notice

2004-37 provides that the good faith and inadvertence exceptions both apply for purposes of

satisfying any "value provision", which includes any Code section for which ownership of stock

5 H.R. REP. NO. 432,98th Cong., 2d Sess. 1205 (1984); JOINT COMMITTEE ON TAXATION, GENERAL
EXPLANATION OF THE REVENUE PROVISIONS OF THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984, H.R. Doc.
NO. 4170, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 170 (1984) (the "Joint Committee Report"); H.R. REP. No. 861, 98th

Cong., 2d Sess., pt. 6, at 831 (1984) (the "House Report").
6 I.R.C. § 1504(a)(5).
7 The Joint Committee Report at 171; The House Report at 831.



is based on one corporation owning stock representing 80% of the vote and 80% of the value of

another corporation's stock.8

Under the Notice, the good faith exception is satisfied if the consolidated group

determines in good faith that the value requirement is satisfied and continues to apply until

immediately before the occurrence of certain specified so-called "designated events". The good

faith exception does not apply after a designated event unless the value requirement is satisfied

immediately after the designated event. The Notice provides that even if the consolidated group

knows or should know before a designated event occurs that its good faith determination was

incorrect, the good faith exception nonetheless continues to apply until immediately before the

designated event occurs.9

The Notice provides that the inadvertence exception will apply if (i) the consolidated

group's ownership of subsidiary stock does not satisfy the value requirement as a result of a

change in the relative values of different classes of stock that is not attributable to the occurrence

of a designated event, and (ii) the consolidated group's ownership of subsidiary stock satisfied

the value requirement immediately before such change in relative values. Like the good faith

exception, once satisfied, the inadvertence exception continues to apply until immediately before

the designated event occurs.1

8 One example of such a value provision is the definition of a qualified stock purchase in
section 338(h)(3).

9 Notice 2004-37, 2004-21 I.R.B. 947, section 3.02.
10 Notice 2004-37, 2004-21 I.R.B. 947, section 3.03.



Section 3.04 of the Notice describes the following seven designated events:

1. the subsidiary issues stock to a person that is not a member of the consolidated group;

2. the subsidiary redeems stock owned by a member of the consolidated group other

than in complete liquidation of the corporation;

3. a member of the consolidated group (directly or indirectly) transfers stock of the

subsidiary to a person that is not a member of the consolidated group;

4. after May 6, 2004, the subsidiary distributes money or other property with respect to

its stock to a member of the consolidated group or a person related to a consolidated

group member (within the meaning of sections 267(b) or 707(b));

5. the consolidated group claims a worthless stock deduction with respect to any

subsidiary stock;

6. the subsidiary engages in a recapitalization described in section 368(a)(l)(E); or

7. the consolidated group takes a position on its consolidated Federal income tax return

that the value requirement is not satisfied for purposes of applying any value

provision.

III. Summary Of Recommendations

The Tax Section submitted an extensive report on the amendments to section 1504(a)

contained in the TRA of 1984, including comments on the appropriate standards for applying the

value exceptions (such report, the "1985 Report").11 No regulations have been promulgated

since our 1985 Report was submitted, and, as Notice 2004-37 explains, Treasury is currently

considering many of the issues discussed in our 1985 Report. This report affirms many of the

11 New York State Bar Association Tax Section Committee on Corporations, Report on Tax Reform Act
of 1984 Amendments to Section 1504(a), The Definition of "Affiliated Group," 28 Tax Notes 895 at
903 (August 18, 1985).



1985 Report's recommendations, amends other recommendations, and addresses additional

issues.

Our principal recommendations are as follows:

Good Faith Exception

1. A consolidated group that has a reasonable basis for making a good faith

determination may rely on the exception by filing its consolidated tax return in a

manner consistent with satisfaction of the value test. However, a good faith

determination is subject to challenge by the Internal Revenue Service (the "IRS"),

and if challenged, a consolidated group would have the burden of proving that it acted

in good faith and reasonably determined the value of the subsidiary stock for the

subsidiary to be a member of the group.

2. A consolidated group can rely on a good faith determination until a designated event

(as defined below) occurs or the group knows that another subsequent event (such as

a fluctuation in stock values) has caused a subsequent value deficiency. Upon such a

subsequent event, the group could rely on the original good faith determination for

past but not future periods, but would be eligible for the possible application of the

inadvertence exception (as defined below) for future periods. No presumptions

should be adopted in favor of, or against, satisfaction of the good faith exception.

Inadvertence Exception

1. For the inadvertence exception to apply, a consolidated group must establish that an

inadvertent change in the relative values of different classes of stock either (i) was not

reasonably foreseeable, (ii) was beyond the group's control, e.g., attributable to a

natural disaster or a civil action, such as a labor strike, or (iii) was attributable to a



mistake. No limitation should be imposed on the size of value shifts to which the

inadvertence exception may apply.

2. In situations other than a mistake, a consolidated group that knows or has reason to

know that the value requirement is not satisfied with respect to a subsidiary as a result

of inadvertence can avoid deconsolidation of that subsidiary, by satisfying the value

requirement by the earlier of (i) the date a designated event occurs, or (ii) the last day

of the taxable year immediately following the taxable year in which the affiliated

group first had knowledge of the value deficiency. The cure period for a mistake

would end no later than the due date (without extension) for the tax return for the

taxable year in which the mistake was made. These cure periods should be suspended

in certain instances, such as the pendency of a bankruptcy proceeding, and may be

extended at the reasonable discretion of the IRS for up to 36 months.

3. Failure to satisfy the value requirement by the end of the cure period for inadvertence

will result in deconsolidation as of the end of the taxable year following the taxable

year in which the consolidated group first had knowledge that the value requirement

was not satisfied. The occurrence of a designated event during the cure period would

trigger immediate deconsolidation, unless the value requirement is satisfied

immediately after the event.

IV. Discussion Of Recommendations

A. General Considerations

Many of the issues that must be resolved by regulations implementing the good faith and

inadvertence exceptions are specific to only one of the exceptions. However, several threshold

issues affect both the good faith and inadvertence exceptions, and the resolution of these issues



will determine the scope and complexity of the regulations. As discussed below, we believe that

a reasonable resolution of these issues should result in relatively straightforward guidance

intended to avoid protracted and contentious valuation disputes and unnecessarily and

prematurely deconsolidating a subsidiary.

The first issue is how often a consolidated group must determine whether the

section 1504(a) value requirement is satisfied as to its subsidiaries. Since many consolidated

groups are comprised of wholly-owned subsidiaries, and second classes of subsidiary stock

representing a minority equity position are often easily valued as they are publicly traded,

difficulty in determining whether a subsidiary satisfies the value requirement is not an issue that

many groups will ever face. Considering the limited scope of the issue, and the difficulty

involved in valuing non-traded stock, we believe regulations should not be overly burdensome to

taxpayers or the IRS and should be designed to minimize contentious valuation disputes.

Accordingly, as discussed below, we do not recommend imposing an ongoing duty of inquiry on

consolidated groups.

The second issue concerns the circumstances under which each exception should apply.

Consistent with the Notice, we believe that the good faith exception may be invoked (i) when a

consolidated group forms or acquires a subsidiary and a class of the subsidiary's stock not

described in section 1504(a)(4) is owned by non-group members, and (ii) immediately after a

designated event (as defined in Notice 2004-37) occurs. Accordingly, the good faith exception

may properly apply to create an affiliated relationship between a parent and a subsidiary, and a

separate good faith determination may also be made to continue an affiliated relationship after a

designated event. Moreover, the good faith exception applies where the consolidated group

affirmatively engages in a transaction and the group expects that it would be (or would continue
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to be) consolidated. By contrast, the inadvertence exception may be invoked where the

consolidated group knows that the value requirement is not satisfied due to unexpected actions or

events, which means that the inadvertence exception would properly apply only to continue an

affiliated relationship between a parent and a subsidiary, and could not apply to create such a

relationship. In sum, the inadvertence exception and the good faith exception generally apply in

different circumstances.

Another issue is at what point in time a subsidiary should be deconsolidated if the value

requirement is not satisfied because either a good faith determination of value is later found to

have been in error, or an inadvertent event results in a change in value of stock. While the

legislative history of these exceptions provides little guidance as to when the subsidiary should

cease to be consolidated, the very nature of the exceptions suggests a bias in favor of permitting

the subsidiary to become or to continue to be a consolidated member of the group. A good faith

exception is indicative of a taxpayer making all efforts to comply with the value requirement and

a taxpayer who is not inappropriately attempting to obtain the tax benefits of consolidation.

Likewise, where a value deficiency is due to an inadvertent change in relative values of different

classes of stock, one would expect that the consolidated group intends that the subsidiary remain

consolidated.

Thus, as discussed below, we recommend that a consolidated group be permitted to rely

on, and the IRS is bound by, a determination made in good faith without any presumption to the

contrary. However, if the IRS successfully asserts that a consolidated group did not properly

rely on a good faith determination (i.e., that the facts are such that the group could not reasonably

have determined in good faith that the value requirement was satisfied, and the value

requirement was not, in fact, satisfied), the relevant subsidiary would not be treated as a member



of the consolidated group from and after the date to which the good faith determination of value

relates (a determination date). In contrast, under the inadvertence test, once consolidation exists

due to an actual or good faith determination that the value test is satisfied, we recommend that a

reasonable period be provided for the consolidated group to cure a value deficiency resulting

from an inadvertent change in stock values. Further, we recommend that deconsolidation occur

only after the consolidated group fails to cure an inadvertent value deficiency within the cure

period, as we believe it would be unduly harsh to deconsolidate the subsidiary from the date an

inadvertent change in values occurs.

The final issue concerns the definition of designated events in the Notice. As discussed

below, designated events are significant events that likely will cause a consolidated group to

focus on each subsidiary's capital structure and the respective values of multiple classes of stock.

In that regard, a designated event may require affirmative action on the part of the consolidated

group to continue to satisfy the value requirement. Moreover, we observe that the occurrence of

each of the designated events described in the Notice is within the control of the consolidated

group. Thus, the occurrence of a designated event is an appropriate time to require a new good

faith determination, and also to end the cure period for an inadvertent change. We recommend

that the regulations provide a comprehensive list of designated events, although we caution that

such events should be significant enough that their occurrence justifies the imposition of an

affirmative valuation burden on consolidated groups. Examples of designated events that should

be added to those set forth in the Notice are the issuance of restricted stock, the issuance of

equity equivalents like employee stock options, and the issuance of stock upon the exercise of

such options, subject in each case to a de minimis threshold, e.g., the stock issued or options

granted represent no more than 2% of the outstanding equity, and the issuance of PIK dividends
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on a preferred stock. Certain intra-group transactions, such as liquidations qualifying under

section 332 and tax-free reorganizations between affiliates, are additional equity transactions that

may be appropriate to include as designated events under certain circumstances.

B. Good Faith Exception

1. Basis For Reiving On Good Faith Exception

An important threshold issue with respect to the good faith exception is whether members

of a consolidated group may make a good faith determination without obtaining independent

confirmation of subsidiary stock value, such as an appraisal, to support the group's reasonable

belief that the value requirement is satisfied. Consistent with Notice 2004-37, we believe that a

consolidated group that has a reasonable basis for making a good faith determination that its

ownership of subsidiary stock satisfies the value requirement may rely on the exception by filing

a consolidated federal income tax return that includes the relevant subsidiary in the consolidated

group. We do not believe that specific evidence that a determination was correct, or was made in

good faith, should be required to be submitted with the tax return. More specifically, we do not

believe that independent valuation reports should be required, although consolidated groups may

wish to consider obtaining contemporaneous evidence to enable it to prove that its determination

was in good faith and reasonable in the event of a subsequent IRS challenge.

The 1985 Report contains this same recommendation. In addition, the 1985 Report

recommended that a consolidated group be required to answer two new questions on its

consolidated income tax return to demonstrate a good faith determination of value. These

questions are whether 80% of the voting power and value of each class of stock (other than

section 1504(a)(4) stock) of each group member other than the common parent is owned by

another member, and, if not, whether a good faith determination has been made that the 80%
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value requirement is met. The 1985 Report explains that answering these questions would

require taxpayers to make value determinations at least annually. We no longer believe these

questions are necessary, as we do not believe a good faith determination exception is required to

be re-affirmed. Instead, as the Notice contemplates, a good faith determination would be made

only when a consolidated subsidiary is formed or acquired, or when a designated event occurs.

We have also considered whether a consolidated group should be required to take corrective

action if it subsequently learns that its good faith determination was incorrect when made. As

discussed below, on balance we do not recommend requiring such corrective action in order to

protect consolidation from the original date of the determination to the current date, although

corrective action might have to be taken to protect consolidation on a going-forward basis,

depending on the circumstances.

As Notice 2004-37 describes, the Treasury is considering whether presumptions should

be applied with respect to the good faith exception. For example, the good faith exception might

be presumptively available if the value deficiency as to the stock of the subsidiary is relatively

small (less than 10% of the aggregate equity value of the company) and, conversely, the good

faith exception might presumptively not be available if the value of the consolidated group's

subsidiary stock compared to all outstanding subsidiary stock is below a threshold (50%). In

order to provide a measure of certainty with respect to good faith determinations, the 1985

Report proposed that a consolidated group would be presumed to have satisfied the good faith

exception if group members hold stock representing at least 70% of the total equity value of the

subsidiary. On balance, we believe that this and other presumptions would introduce

unnecessary complexity and could create undue negative implications when a favorable

presumption is not satisfied. We also believe the use of presumptions ultimately does not create
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certainty, because the IRS could always challenge a presumption, resulting in an ongoing

valuation controversy between the IRS and the taxpayer. Accordingly, we do not recommend

the use of either positive or negative presumptions.

2. No Knowledge Limitation On Good Faith Exception

Notice 2004-37 also questions whether the good faith exception should apply only if the

consolidated group cures a value deficiency within a specified period after acquiring knowledge

of such deficiency. It is not clear as to whether the deficiency to which the Notice refers existed

on the date of a good faith determination or did not occur until later. We believe a consolidated

group should always be entitled to rely on a good faith determination as to whether the value

requirement was deemed satisfied on the original determination date, even if the consolidated

group later learns that the determination was erroneous on the date it was made. We also believe

that a consolidated group should be entitled to continue to rely on its good faith determination,

notwithstanding that it subsequently acquired knowledge of a value deficiency on the date of the

good faith determination, with respect to any period between the original determination date and

the occurrence of a designated event or other subsequent event (such as fluctuations in stock

values) that a consolidated group knows creates a value deficiency. That is, with respect to the

period until such an event occurs, a consolidated group may rely on an earlier good faith

determination without limitation.

We believe that it is appropriate to separately determine whether the value requirement is

satisfied when subsequent events occur, including designated events and fluctuations in stock

values. For this purpose, actual stock values on the date of a subsequent event should govern,

and an earlier good faith determination should not be relevant. As the analysis below will

demonstrate, imposing a knowledge limitation on a good faith determination in the absence of a
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subsequent event would inappropriately limit the statutory test in one case, and could produce

unwarranted continued consolidation in another case.

First, consider the case in which a consolidated group of which "P" is the parent makes a

putative good faith determination on day 1 that the value requirement is satisfied with respect to

a subsidiary ("S"). On a subsequent date but before the occurrence of any subsequent event

(such as a subsequent fluctuation in stock values), the group acquires knowledge that a value

deficiency existed on the determination date. Assume the consolidated group had a reasonable

basis for its determination, and there is no evidence that the group did not act in good faith.

Section 1504(a)(5)(C) requires that a determination be made in good faith but not that the

determination be factually correct, and the statute does not place any limits on taxpayers relying

on (or the IRS being bound by) a good faith determination. Accordingly, a consolidated group

that acted in good faith, albeit in error, has satisfied the statutory requirements as to S for the

exception on the determination date, and S should therefore be treated as a member of P's

consolidated group for all purposes.

Requiring a group that acted erroneously, but in good faith, to either cure the deficiency

(assuming it continues to exist) or have its subsidiary deconsolidated absent the occurrence of a

subsequent event is not required by the statutory good faith exception.12 While we agree with

the conclusion in the Notice that the value requirement must be satisfied, and a separate good

faith determination must also be made whenever a designated event occurs, we do not believe

this requirement should be read as relating back to void an earlier good faith determination. That

is, consistent with our 1985 Report, we recommend that a taxpayer may rely on a determination

12 We believe that it is appropriate to separately determine whether the value requirement is satisfied
whenever a designated event occurs, as such designated events are significant enough to warrant a
consolidated group determination that the value requirement is satisfied.
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made in good faith without limitation, until the later occurrence of a designated event or a

non-designated subsequent event (such as fluctuations in stock values) that creates a known

value deficiency.

As discussed above, we also believe that it is appropriate to separately determine whether

the value requirement is satisfied if a group has knowledge that subsequent non-designated

event, including fluctuations in stock values, may have caused a value deficiency. The actual

values on the date of such subsequent event should govern this value determination with respect

to the non-designated, subsequent event. However, such subsequent value determinations should

not be viewed as relating back to, or somehow limiting a group's reliance on an earlier good faith

determination for taxable periods prior to the subsequent event.

Second, consider the case in which a group makes a good faith determination on day 1

that the value requirement is satisfied with respect to S. Assume there is no evidence that the

group did not act in good faith, or that a value deficiency existed on the determination date. On a

subsequent date, the group acquires knowledge of a value deficiency that exists on that

subsequent date due to the occurrence of a subsequent, non-designated event; the prior good faith

determination is not taken into account in determining that this value deficiency exists. This case

poses the threshold question of whether a value deficiency on a subsequent date should limit, or

otherwise affect, the group's ability to rely on its initial good faith determination for taxable

periods prior to such subsequent date. We believe it should not. A subsequent value deficiency

has no necessary relationship to stock values on the earlier determination date and, therefore, a

good faith determination made on such earlier date should not be affected by subsequent changes

in value.
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Instead, the subsequent value deficiency should be separately tested to determine whether

it results from an inadvertent change in values.13 If the subsequent value deficiency results from

an inadvertent event, we recommend applying the cure period described below for the

inadvertence exception. If the value deficiency is not inadvertent, i.e., under our recommended

definition, the deficiency was foreseeable, or, within the taxpayer's control, S should be

deconsolidated as of the date the subsequent value deficiency occurs.14 In any case, the

subsequent value deficiency should not relate back to override a group's earlier reliance on its

prior good faith determination and to retroactively deconsolidate S.

Notably, we recommend that if a consolidated group is relying on the good faith

exception at the time a subsequent value deficiency is tested for inadvertence, the relevant

subsidiary (S) be treated as though it had been actually consolidated for purposes of determining

whether the inadvertence exception applies to the subsequent event. Treating the relevant

subsidiary as actually consolidated will permit application of the inadvertence exception, which,

by its terms, would not otherwise apply with respect to a non-consolidated subsidiary treated as

consolidated as a result of a good faith determination.

Finally, consider the case in which a consolidated group makes a putative good faith

determination on day 1 that the value requirement is satisfied with respect to S. On a subsequent

date, the group learns that a value deficiency existed on day 1. Moreover, based on the facts, the

consolidated group did not have a reasonable basis for its determination and a reasonable person

would conclude that the group's determination lacked good faith. In this case, we believe the

13 Because the consolidated group actually knows on the subsequent date that a value deficiency exists
as to a subsidiary, it cannot rely on the good faith exception to continue to include the subsidiary in
the consolidated group.

14 In this circumstance, the consolidated group could cure the value deficiency as to S and seek to
immediately reconsolidate S with the group as of the date the value deficiency is cured pursuant to
Revenue Procedure 2002-32. Rev. Proc. 2002-32, 2002-20 I.R.B. 959.
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good faith exception could not properly be relied upon on day 1, and accordingly, S should be

deconsolidated as of such date.

As these examples demonstrate, a consolidated group should properly be permitted to

rely on a good faith determination with respect to values on the determination date, and also for

any subsequent period until a designated event occurs or a group otherwise knows that a value

deficiency has been created by another subsequent event, including fluctuations in stock values.

Moreover, the subsidiary should not be deconsolidated simply because the group subsequently

learns that a value deficiency existed on the good faith determination date (or, in the absence of

subsequent changes in value or the occurrence of a designated event, on any subsequent date).

Requiring deconsolidation under these circumstances would undermine the meaning of good

faith and thereby inappropriately limit reliance on the good faith exception.

3. Cure Period If Knowledge Limitation Is Adopted

If Treasury does not adopt our recommendations outlined above, we believe it is

imperative that a consolidated group be given an opportunity to cure a value deficiency that the

group discovers after making a good faith determination, rather than suffer immediate

deconsolidation. If regulations require a consolidated group to cure a later discovered value

deficiency that existed on a good faith determination date, such regulations will need to address

the proper length of time for a cure period, and the date on which a subsidiary should be treated

as deconsolidated if the value deficiency is not cured within the requisite period. We provide our

observations on these issues below.

In all probability, if the value requirement was not satisfied on the date of a good faith

determination, the consolidated group will not become aware of this fact, if at all, until the group

first considers a subsequent transaction that causes a consolidated group to focus on its

subsidiary's capital structure and the respective values of multiple classes of stock. It is possible,
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although we believe it would rarely occur, that a transaction other than a designated event could

cause a consolidated group to learn that its subsidiary stock ownership did not satisfy the value

requirement on the date of a good faith determination.15 In light of this possibility, regulations

could consider limiting a consolidated group's reliance on a good faith determination only until

the group knows or has reason to know that the value test was not satisfied on the date of a good

faith determination (or, if earlier, until a designated event occurs).

If Treasury believes such corrective action is required, consolidated groups should at

most be required to cure value deficiencies that existed on a determination date that a group

knows of or can reasonably be expected to know of, i.e., a deficiency about which the group

"should know". The adoption of such a knowledge limitation should not be read to impose any

duty of inquiry regarding such a value deficiency absent the occurrence of a subsequent

(designated or non-designated) event, as an affirmative value re-testing requirement would place

an undue burden on consolidated groups. We believe it would be difficult to define when a

consolidated group "knows or has reason to know" the value test is not satisfied, as such

knowledge is a highly subjective determination. Accordingly, regulations should provide

examples illustrating circumstances under which the consolidated group knew or had reason to

know of an earlier value deficiency.16

15 For example, it is possible that borrowing by a subsidiary could cause the consolidated group to focus
on the value of that subsidiary on an earlier determination date.

16 One such suggested example follows: S, a member of a consolidated group, issues a second class of
its stock to unrelated investors. The group makes a good faith determination that P, the consolidated
group parent, holds (by value) at least 80% of S's outstanding stock immediately after the stock is
issued (on the "stock issue date"). The group subsequently considers a spin-off or secondary offering
of its S stock and P hires an investment bank to assist it with the potential transactions. P does not
move forward with either the spin-off or secondary offering. However, in the course of its S
valuation work, the investment bank determines and informs P that the stock issued to the unrelated
investors represented more than 20% of the aggregate value of the outstanding S stock on the stock
issue date. Based on this valuation, the consolidated group did not satisfy the 80% of value
requirement on the determination date. The example should conclude that the consolidated group has
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Regulations should permit a consolidated group with knowledge of a prior value

deficiency to avoid deconsolidation of its subsidiary if the value requirement is satisfied by

(i) the due date (without extension) for the tax return for the taxable year in which the group first

has knowledge, or, if earlier, (ii) the date on which a subsequent designated event occurs. The

length of this cure period will depend on the point during a consolidated group's taxable year the

group first knows or should know of a value deficiency. However, in all cases, the resulting cure

period should be long enough to permit the consolidated group to cure the value deficiency

without the undue economic hardship that could result from a short cure period.17 Because

unusual circumstances could prevent the taxpayer from satisfying the value requirement within

the cure period, any regulations adopting a cure period should permit the IRS to extend the cure

period in its reasonable discretion. Failure to satisfy the value requirement by the end of the cure

period (assuming no earlier designated event) should not cause the relevant subsidiary to be

deconsolidated any earlier than the end of the taxable year in which the consolidated group first

had knowledge that the value requirement was not satisfied.

By contrast, as the Notice provides, the occurrence of a designated event during the cure

period triggers immediate deconsolidation, unless the value requirement is satisfied immediately

after the designated event. We believe immediate deconsolidation is appropriate in the case of a

knowledge that the value requirement was not satisfied on the stock issue date and, assuming that
regulations require corrective action, the consolidated group should be required to cure this value
deficiency. By contrast, if the bankers determine that the value of the stock has changed since the
stock issue date, creating a value deficiency, S would be deconsolidated as of the date of the bankers'
determination, unless the inadvertence exception applies, triggering a separate right to cure.

17 We believe that the tax rules should not require the consolidated group to act hastily and in a manner
that may cause it undue economic hardship. For example, if the fastest way to cure a value deficiency
is for the consolidated group to purchase the subsidiary stock held by a third party, the group should
not be placed in a position of having to pay more than market value to effect an immediate stock
purchase and continue the consolidated status of the subsidiary. However, we also believe that the
cure period need not be as long as the period to cure an inadvertent value deficiency, since curing a
good faith value deficiency is generally not as dependent on circumstances outside the consolidated
group's control.
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designated event, as the occurrence of a designated event is within a consolidated group's

control, and the consolidated group can therefore adjust the timing of such events to limit any

economic cost associated with deconsolidation.

4. Additional Issues

We agree with the conclusion in Notice 2004-37 that a purchaser of stock of a

consolidated subsidiary may not rely on the selling group's good faith determination, but must

make its own good faith determination, for purposes of the purchaser consolidating with the

acquired subsidiary and making a section 338(h)(10) election.

It is not clear whether Congress intended the good faith exception to generally apply for

purposes of transactions governed by other Code sections, such as section 338(h)(10). We do

not offer a recommendation as to whether the good faith exception should be given this

expanded application. On the one hand, we believe a broad application of the exception would

have the benefit of imposing consistency with respect to all value determinations regarding

parents and putatively 80%-owned subsidiaries. On the other hand, however, we are concerned

that a broad application of the exception may not be consistent with the policies relevant to other

provisions, which may differ from the policies underlying affiliation.18 Moreover, it is not

18 In addition to section 338(h)(10), several other Code sections apply a value test or cross-reference
section 1504(a)(2). These sections include:

• Section 243: under this section, if a parent and a subsidiary are affiliated but do not elect to
file a consolidated return, the parent generally is entitled to a 100% (rather than an 80%)
dividends received deduction;

• Section 279(g): this section provides that a parent and subsidiary in the same affiliated group
are treated in the aggregate for purposes of section 279 regarding the disallowance of interest
on acquisition indebtedness;

• Section 332(b): pursuant to this section, a liquidation of a subsidiary into its parent is tax-free
if the parent owns stock in the subsidiary satisfying the requirements of section 1504(a)(2)
from "the date of adoption of the plan of liquidation until the date of receipt of the property
[completion of the liquidation]"; and
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possible to determine whether Congress intended the exception to apply with respect to Code

sections not yet promulgated in 1984.

We believe the government has the authority to either limit the effect of a good faith

determination to section 1504, or extend the application of the exception to some or all value

tests employed by other Code sections. If the government determines as a policy matter to

extend the good faith exception beyond section 1504, we recommend that the exception apply

for purposes of all Code sections that cross-reference the section 1504(a)(2) value test and with

respect to affiliated as well as consolidated groups.

C. Inadvertence Exception

The section 1504 legislative history accompanying the creation of the inadvertence

exception provides some insight regarding Congress's intention as to its proper scope. The

initial versions of the TRA of 1984 passed by the House and Senate provided that once a

corporation was included in an affiliated group, other group members would need to hold only

50% (by value) of the subsidiary's stock in order to continue group membership.19 This rule was

eliminated in conference, and the 1984 conference report provides that disaffiliation is

inappropriate where the changes in relative value between classes of stock are not large and are

not intentionally generated.20

Consistent with this legislative history, Notice 2004-37 raises the following two issues.

The first concerns the evidence a consolidated group must provide to establish an inadvertent

• Section 280G(d)(5): this section provides that a parent and subsidiary that are members of
the same affiliated group will be treated as a single corporation for purposes of the golden
parachute provisions.

All of these provisions have different underlying policies. Thus, the Treasury should carefully
consider whether it should extend the rules applicable to value deficiencies and continue affiliation to
all these provisions.

19 The House Report at pages 832-833.
20 Id. at 833.
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failure to satisfy the value requirement by reason of a change in relative values of different

classes of stock.21 The second issue is whether the inadvertence exception should be limited to

value deficiencies that do not exceed a certain percentage of the aggregate value of the

subsidiary's outstanding stock.

We reaffirm the recommendations in our 1985 Report that evidence of an inadvertent

change in relative values includes a change resulting from circumstances that could not be

reasonably foreseen sufficiently far in advance of their occurrence to reasonably permit the

change in relative values to be avoided, as well as certain mistakes. More generally, we

recommend that regulations provide that the inadvertence exception will apply if a change in

values is either (i) not reasonably foreseeable, (ii) beyond the taxpayer's control, or (iii) a

mistake. Examples of events beyond the taxpayer's control include a natural disaster or a labor

strike. Similarly, many decreases in the value of common stock are neither reasonably

foreseeable nor within the group's control. By contrast, failure to satisfy the value test due to an

increase in common stock value should be considered to be both reasonably foreseeable and

within the group's control.

The 1985 Report provides an example illustrating this issue. The example provides that

P and X organize a corporation, S, to engage in a high technology business. P purchases a class

of voting preferred stock of S and X purchases common stock. P contributes to S more than 80%

of S's initial capital in exchange for the stock. S's business is successful and as a result the value

of the preferred stock drops to less than 80% of the outstanding value of all S stock. This change

in value is not an inadvertent change, and as a result, S would be deconsolidated as of the first

21 Notice 2004-37, 2004-21 I.R.B. 947, section 4.03.
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date P's preferred stock represents less than 80% of the value of S's stock.22 Further, the good

faith exception would not apply to permit S to remain consolidated once the preferred stock

actually represents less than 80% of S's total equity value. In our view, an initial determination

that the S preferred stock represented 80% or more of the value of P does not continue to satisfy

the 80% value requirement for periods after the relative stock values change.

Similar issues are raised if P owns all of S's common stock representing exactly 80% of

the value of S on the date S is formed, and S issues a class of adjustable rate preferred stock with

an increasing yield over time that represents 20% of the value of S when issued. The increasing

yield on the S preferred stock may be set with the expectation of the value of the P stock falling

below 80% of the value of S's outstanding stock on some future date. The result in this example

should be exactly the same as the result discussed in the previous example; S should be

deconsolidated on the first date that P's stock represents less than 80% of the aggregate value of

S's outstanding stock.

The 1985 Report also provided the following example of a mistake. In the example, P

owns all of the common stock of S, which also has outstanding a class of voting preferred stock

owned by unrelated investors. P has in place a policy of not distributing dividends from S to P if

as a result the value of the S common stock would drop to below 80% of the value of S's

outstanding stock. Because of an unintentional failure to observe this policy, excessive

dividends are distributed to P during a year. Subsequently, P discovers that the dividend

distribution was made, thus creating a value deficiency.23 P promptly returns the proceeds of the

distribution. The inadvertence exception should apply in these circumstances as the mistake is

22 The 1985 Report at 910.
23 Because the consolidated group knows that a value deficiency exists, it cannot rely on the good faith

exception to avoid deconsolidation.
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inadvertent and not intended. We do not believe an inquiry as to whether the occurrence of a

mistake was reasonable is necessary.24

Consistent with our 1985 Report, we do not recommend restricting the inadvertence

exception to any percentage of value deficiency. We continue to believe that the size of a change

in relative value has no necessary bearing on whether a change is inadvertent.25 While the

legislative history for the 1984 amendments suggests that there should be a limitation on the

inadvertence exception based on the size of the change in value, a specific percentage limitation

is not required by section 1504(a)(5)(D) and is not mandated by its legislative history. Further,

as discussed below, under our recommended approach, as an additional safeguard for application

of the inadvertence exception, the taxpayer would have an affirmative obligation to cure any

value deficiency resulting from the inadvertent event.

The inadvertence exception raises the issues of whether a cure period should be

permitted, and if so, when the cure period should begin and end, and when disaffiliation should

be deemed to occur. Notice 2004-37 proffers the following alternative cure periods: (i) until the

end of the taxable year in which the affiliated group had knowledge of the value deficiency,

(ii) until the due date for tax return (without extension) for the taxable year in which the

consolidated group became aware of the value deficiency, or (iii) until the end of the taxable year

following the taxable year in which the affiliated group became aware of the value deficiency.

We recommend that the cure period begin when the group first knows or has reason to

know of the value deficiency. While an unexpected event (e.g., a natural disaster) may not

immediately cause a value deficiency, it is generally likely that the value requirement would

24 While the value deficiency must be cured within the requisite period, we believe it can be cured by,
among other things, reversing the consequences of the mistake or through a fluctuation in stock value
or another transaction.

25 The 1985 Report at 909.
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cease to be satisfied within a short time period of the unexpected event. Thus, the unexpected

event generally should constitute an event that the consolidated group will be aware of and

should cause the consolidated group to know or expect that shifts in value of multiple classes of

subsidiary stock have occurred (or may soon occur).26 Further, we recommend that the cure

period, except in the case of mistakes, continue until the earlier of (i) the occurrence of a

designated event or (ii) the last day of the taxable year immediately following the taxable year in

which the consolidated group first knew or should have known of the value deficiency. We

recommend that the IRS be permitted reasonable discretion to extend the cure period for up to 36

months, and, as discussed further below, the cure period should be suspended in certain

circumstances such as a bankruptcy.

Similarly, we believe that the cure period for a mistake should start in the taxable year in

which the consolidated group made the mistake, rather than the taxable year in which the mistake

is discovered. If the mistake results in a value deficiency, one would expect the consolidated

group to become aware of that mistake. Further, we believe the cure period for a mistake should

be shorter than the cure period for other inadvertent events, because it is entirely within the

group's control to rectify the mistake. Accordingly, to avoid deconsolidation of a subsidiary, we

recommend that the consolidated group would have to cure a value deficiency caused by a

mistake by the earlier of (i) the due date (without extension) for the tax return for the taxable

26 We have considered that an unexpected event could result in fluctuations in value of multiple classes
of stock of a subsidiary, causing temporary failures to satisfy the value requirement in the year the
event occurs, but not causing a more permanent value deficiency until the immediately subsequent
year. Notwithstanding this possibility, we believe that the cure period should start in the earlier year
in which the unexpected event occurred because of the administrative benefits that would obtain if a
cure period is tied to the occurrence of a specific event. Further, we do not believe this result unfairly
disadvantages taxpayers given our recommendation that the IRS, at its discretion, can extend the cure
period.
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year in which the mistake was made, or (ii) the date on which a subsequent designated event

occurs.

Moreover, we recommend suspending the cure period during certain periods, including

bankruptcy proceedings and other debt restructurings involving a subsidiary subject to the

inadvertence exception. In these circumstances, the consolidated group may, as a matter of law,

be precluded from taking any actions to cure a value deficiency. As a result, an economically

distressed subsidiary will often find it difficult, if not impossible, to restructure its affairs to

eliminate a value deficiency within the cure period proposed above, and we do not believe that

policy considerations favor deconsolidation of economically distressed subsidiaries during the

pendency of a bankruptcy or other restructuring.27 Requiring the subsidiary to promptly

restructure its equity interest often would result in an immediate ownership change under

section 382 which would be followed by a second ownership change resulting from a bankruptcy

reorganization or agreed upon restructuring. It would be unduly harsh to subject the distressed

company's net operating losses and other tax attributes to severe limitation on a premature

ownership change at a time that imposition of a limitation is the most punitive. Further, a

subsidiary's equity transactions may in turn require the distressed company's debt to be

modified. For example, a subsidiary that must redeem a second class of stock for the

consolidated group to satisfy the value requirement may have to modify its outstanding debt to

27 See Rev. Rul. 63-104,1963-1 C.B. 172 (holding that a subsidiary that goes into bankruptcy must
continue to file consolidated returns with its parent company). Further, this same suspension is
employed for deemed exchanges of debt under the section 1001 regulations, which provide that the
forbearance of remedies (including a waiver of the current payment of interest continuing to accrue)
generally does not cause a deemed exchange. Treasury Regulation sections 1.1001-3(c)(2)(iii) and
(4) specifically provide that absent a written or oral agreement to alter other terms of the instrument, a
holder's agreement to stay collection or temporarily waive an acceleration clause or similar default
right does not trigger a deemed exchange of debt unless and until the forbearance remains in effect for
a period that exceeds two years beyond the issuer's initial failure to perform plus any additional
period during which the issuer is in a Title 11 case.
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do so. The modification of the debt, which could include an amendment of financial covenants

or a more material change in economic terms such as an extension of the maturity date of the

debt, may often trigger a deemed exchange of the debt under the section 1001 regulations. We

can foresee many situations in which such deemed exchanges of debt would cause the distressed

subsidiary to incur cancellation of indebtedness income.

We recommend that failure to satisfy the value requirement by the end of the cure period

(assuming no earlier designated event) would cause the relevant subsidiary to be deconsolidated

on the last day of the cure period, i.e., in general, as of the end of the taxable year following the

taxable year in which the consolidated group first had knowledge that the value requirement was

not satisfied. We believe this delay in deconsolidation is warranted because of the consolidated

group's lack of control over the circumstances that caused its failure to satisfy the value

requirement.28 Under these circumstances, earlier deconsolidation would be unduly punitive. In

this regard, it would be unfair to require a consolidated group to act prematurely to satisfy the

value requirement when over time the relative stock values may shift again, causing the

requirement to once again be satisfied. For example, if a labor strike occurs and causes a failure

to satisfy the value requirement, the resolution of the strike likely would cause another shift in

values, causing the value requirement to be satisfied. Thus, it would be unduly punitive to

deconsolidate a subsidiary due to circumstances out of the consolidated group's control,

particularly since temporary changes may reverse to once again cause the value requirement to

be satisfied. However, for the same reasons discussed above with regard to the good faith

exception we recommend that the occurrence of a designated event during the cure period trigger

28 In contrast, in the case of a mistake deconsolidation would occur as of the end of the taxable year in
which the mistake occurred (or, if earlier, upon the occurrence of a designated event). Given the
shorter period of time allotted to cure a mistake, we believe deconsolidation should occur as of the
end of such cure period.
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immediate deconsolidation, unless the value requirement is satisfied immediately after the

designated event. The cure period may also be terminated early without deconsolidation if

fluctuations in stock values reverse and eliminate the value deficiency.

D. Other Issues

1. Excess Tax Benefits

Notice 2004-37 provides that Treasury is considering whether the inadvertence exception

should apply where the affiliated group can obtain excess tax benefits by treating the value test

as satisfied.29 The Notice suggests an approach to limit the use of tax benefits by limiting the use

of losses and credits of the subsidiary to offset income of other members of the consolidated

group where the value requirement is not satisfied. The 1985 Report discussed this issue and

recommended a limitation on the use of the subsidiary's (and its lower-tier subsidiaries') tax

attributes to offset the group's taxable income if the value requirement is not satisfied as to the

subsidiary; conversely, the income of that subsidiary could not be offset by other group

members' losses.30 The 1985 Report would have applied this limitation under both the good

faith and inadvertence exceptions.

29 Notice 2004-37, section 4.03. Interestingly, the Notice does not refer to the good faith exception.
Consistent with our discussion above as to how the good faith exception should be implemented, a
consolidated group would not obtain inappropriately excess tax benefits in the context of the good
faith exception. If it is established that the consolidated group did not make a good faith
determination that the value requirement is satisfied as to a subsidiary, that subsidiary should not be
treated as a member of the consolidated group from the determination date. Thereafter, the
consolidated group could not obtain the use of that subsidiary's tax attributes or use its own attributes
to offset income of the subsidiary. Conversely, if a good faith determination were made, even if
erroneously, the subsidiary should be treated as a member of the consolidated group for all purposes
until a designated event occurs or a subsequent non-designated event creates a value deficiency
known to the consolidated group. Also, we observe that the Notice does not define excess tax
benefits. If rules are adopted in this context, we recommend defining excess tax benefits consistent
with the standards under section 1504(a)(3) for immediate reconsolidation. See Rev. Proc. 2002-32,
2002-20 I.R.B. 959.

30 The 1985 Report at pages 910 and 911.
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After considering the approaches suggested by the Notice and the 1985 Report together

with other potential approaches, we conclude that there is no need to adopt any of these

approaches. The existing investment adjustment rules provide protection in these instances since

losses used by the subsidiary will result in downward basis adjustments (possibly creating an

excess loss account), preserving the possibility of recapturing the benefit of the losses. Given

that the good faith and inadvertence exceptions are not anti-abuse rules, are only employed for

limited time periods dealing with limited situations, and the existing rules provide some

protection, we do not believe additional rules limiting the use of tax benefits are necessary.

2. No Consistency Requirement

A determination of whether the good faith exception or inadvertence exception is

satisfied is an inherently factual inquiry involving questions in the case of the good faith

exception such as whether the consolidated group took all the actions necessary to properly

determine that its subsidiary stock satisfied the value requirement, why a second class of stock

was issued, whether a third party valuation was obtained for this second class of stock, and the

details of the economic terms of the respective classes of stock of the subsidiary. Given the

fact-specific nature of the inquiry, each situation involving a subsidiary with a second class of

stock owned by a non-group member may yield a different result. Thus, no consistency

requirement should be imposed for subsidiaries of a consolidated group with respect to reliance

on either the good faith exception or the inadvertence exception. That is, if several subsidiaries

in a consolidated group each issue a second class of stock to third parties, the group could make
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a good faith determination to treat one of the subsidiaries as consolidated without being required

to treat any of the other subsidiaries with a second class of outstanding stock as consolidated.31

3. Regulations Should Supersede Notice 2004-37

Regulations implementing the value exceptions ultimately should supersede the rules of

Notice 2004-37 on their effective date. The Notice specifically provides that the rules that may

be adopted by regulations will vary from and, in certain circumstances, be narrower than, the

standards provided for in Notice 2004-37. Two examples of how the regulations may vary from

the Notice include (i) in the case of the good faith exception, the possible adoption of a

"knowledge" standard that the good faith determination was inaccurate, and (ii) in the case of the

inadvertence exception, the possible adoption of a definitive time period for the taxpayer to cure

a value deficiency resulting from an inadvertent event. As discussed above, we do not believe,

for example, that taxpayers who made a good faith determination as to satisfying the value

requirement prior to regulations being issued should be subject to a knowledge standard if they

later discover that a good faith determination made before the effective date of regulations was

erroneous. We recommend that the cure period under the inadvertence exception should begin

on the effective date of regulations for an inadvertent event that occurred prior to the issuance of

regulations.

31 Where a consolidated group has several subsidiaries that have a second class of stock owned by third
party investors, it may be evidence of a good faith determination (or lack thereof) if the consolidated
group has (or has not) acted in good faith in determining whether the value requirement is satisfied as
to another subsidiary in the group.


